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Voice Images™, Warm-up exercises and a mirror combo helps clients get a good 
start with therapy sessions. Maximize the time spent with clients and encourage 
independent practice outside of therapy by individualizing the number of repetitions 
for each exercise, number of practice sessions per day, and length of practice 
session. Twelve basic warm-up exercises (illustrated and described around the 
mirror) target relaxation, correct breath support and control. Each package 
includes a master chart to copy graph progress. Suggestions for use and 
additional exercises are also provided.
Package of 10 cards.

RA81856  Voice Images, 10/pk £25.89

Oral Images for Kids™  A fun approach to oral motor exercises for 
children ages 6 to 10! Each folder has ten oral exercises surrounding an 
acrylic plastic mirror and a pocket for worksheets to be kept. Each exercise 
has a description and illustration with space for indicating the number of 
times to be done. Includes a set of 12 themed, reproducible worksheets to 
help reinforce oral motor skills with fun oral movements. Themes include 
castle, circus, aliens, extreme sports, rock and roll, weather, baseball, 
soccer, transportation, water fun, playground, and kitchen fun. Kit includes: 
five folders with exercises and plastic mirror attached, 12 reproducible 
sheets, plastic case.

RA82066  Oral Images For Kids, Set of 5 Folders w/Mirrors,  £28.75
	 Set of 12 Worksheets
RA888456  Oral Images for Kids, Set of 5 Folders w/Mirrors,  £24.11
	 w/o Worksheets

The Critical Communicator™  Assist with staff and family interactions with all 
clients. Helpful for those who have difficulty communicating even basic needs on a 
temporary basis. Include a pain scale; words and pictures for now (immediate 
attention, such as hard to breathe); pain (ache, burining, sharp); comfort (head up/
down); people (husband, wife, doctor); alphabet, numbers, and days of week. 
Boldly printed on heavy card stock in menu format so inexpensive and disposable. 
Sold in packages of 25

RA82429  Critical Communicator, English, pk/25 £25.00

Alternative Career Options for Speech-Language Pathologists by Katie 
Schwartz, M. A., CCC-SLP. In a series of vignettes, meet speech language 
pathologists who have merged their backgrounds and interests to create unique 
alternatives within speech-language pathology. They address challenges and 
benefits and offer advice on looking at alternatives within the field.

RA888705 Alternative Career Options for  £25.00
	 Speech-Language Pathologists
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Wallet-Sized Alert Cards help communicate vital information quickly. Provides 
cards to your clients and their families as an added service.

• My Medicines Wallet Card: Keeps a list of medications, dosages, 
prescribing doctors close at hand. Card also includes room for noting over-
the-counter drugs. A must have for visits to doctors, caregivers, medical 
emergencies and trips. Pk/10.

• I Have Trouble Speaking Wallet Card: Alerts other to the difficulty a person 
has communicating. Space for noting actions that may help make 
communicating easier. Pk/10.

• My Appointments Wallet Card: A close at hand reminder of upcoming 
appointments, Pk/10.

RA888010 My Medicines Wallett Card, pk/10 £5.71
RA888011 I Have Trouble Speaking Wallett Card, pk/10 £5.71
RA888012 My Appointments Wallet Card pk/10 £5.71

Daily Communicator® is a simple, easy-to-use communication 
system. For the adult or older child with limited verbal skills, but an 
ability to read at a word level. Streamlined size is easily portable in 
pocket or purse. Sturdy (3-1/2" x 6" ring binder with heavy-duty pages 
for durable wear. 

RA888100 Daily Communicator £23.21

Picture Communicator® Simple, easy-to use, inexpensive 
communication system with over 300 clear, uncluttered pictures. 
Same streamlined size and durability as the Daily Communicator®  
(3-1/2" x 6") as well as the intermediate size ( 5" x 8-1/2"). Major 
categories are easily located by graphic tabs.  

RA888125 Picture Communicator £25.00

Critical Communicator™ for Maternity Basic information and concepts 
especially for the mother-to-be or the new Mom's needs. Help break a language 
barrier with non-English speaking patients or those with speech/hearing 
problems. Pk/25.

RA888180 Critical Communicator for Maternity £23.21
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The Hearing Counseling Kit™ by Eleanor Stromberg, 
Ph.D. For anyone who wants to share information about 
communication and hearing. This composite of materials 
helps you offer comprehensive information to clients, 
families, and caregivers. Kit includes the Speech Box™ 
which visually represents the effects of different types of 
hearing impairments, an audiotape and CD simulating 
what a hearing loss may sound like, and a set of more 
than 50 reproducible sections covering a full range of 
topics from the basics of hearing to complex issues like 
cochlear implants.

Reproducible Handouts •  A sampling of the handouts 
include: Hearing Loss and Denial, Selective Hearing: A 
Condition Not a Choice, A Hearing Aid Is Not Enough, 

Top Ten Excuses for Not Getting Hearing Aids, Verifying and Clarifying to Prevent Communication Breakdown, What 
Does Your Hearing Aid Warranty Mean?, Keys to Good Listening for People Who Are Hard of Hearing, How and 
When to Protect Your Hearing from Noise, Assertive Communication Style, Captioning Technology Provides 
Access, and many, many more.

The Speech Box—Simplified graph of the spectrum of speech sounds. Series of reproducible handouts offer a 
visual explanation why people who are hard of hearing hear some sounds and not others. Uses colored areas to 
show which speech sounds would be affected by different types of impairments. Includes handout of speech 
sound representation on an audiogram.

What Does Hearing Loss Sound Like? Available on Audiotape and CD. Help individuals with normal hearing 
understand what hearing loss sounds like. Guides the listener through mild and severe hearing loss simulations 
including single words, simple instructions, and everyday conversation.

RA888310 The Hearing Counselling Kit £85.71
RA888312 What Does Hearing Loss Sound Like? CD only £10.18
 

Speech Images™
• Comprehensive—Includes explanations and drawings of 

correct positioning for accurate production of each 
targeted

• Sound: b, d, s, r, sh. Includes pictures representing 
words that use the sound and additional word and 
phrase lists

• Multiple uses—For articulation work and to strengthen 
muscle groups in clients with neurological disorders; 
practice handouts for corporate speech pathology 
clients

RA888420 Speech Practice Pack 1, 1 Sheet of each Phenome,  £19.29
	 Client Instruction Sheet, 1 Sheet of Oral Images 1 & 2

RA888425 Speech Images, Complete Kit "A", 2 shts of each  £25.00
	 phenome, B, D, S, R, SH	

RA888430 Speech Images, B, Pkg 10/shts £25.00
RA888435 Speech Images, D, Pkg 10/shts £25.00
RA888440 Speech Images, S, Pkg 10/shts £25.00
RA888445 Speech Images, R, Pkg 10/shts £25.00
RA888450 Speech Images, SH, Pkg 10/shts  £25.00
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Talking on the Job: The World of Corporate Speech 
Pathology by Katie Schwartz. Book with kit. Setting the standard 
for how to establish and market a corporate speech pathology 
program. The corporate world is exciting, but unfamiliar for 
speech-language pathology. This unique publication serves as a 
practical guide to using your professional knowledge and clinical 
skills in this exciting new environment. It shows the demand for 
speech-language pathology outside of traditional medical and 
educational settings and explores the rewards of working in the 
corporate world. Inside you'll find practical business information, 
suggestions, and sample programs in areas of corporate speech 
pathology. Book is 150 pages.

The Sense Cues Kit™ is an assessment tool that helps 
determine which sense will most aptly cue a client to work on a 
specific behavior by testing all five. Once the dominant sense is 
established, the client can focus on using the cues every day until 
cues are no longer necessary. Our senses cue us all the time. 
Clients can use these sense cues as reminders by connecting the 
cue with a  behavior. For example, a client could use the scent of 
hand lotion as a cue to concentrate on speaking more slowly.

RA888700 Talking on the Job: The World of Corporate Speech  £50.54
	 Pathology, Book and 1 Sense Cues Kit

RA888701 Talking on the Job: The World of Corporate  £44.11
	 Speech Pathology, Book only

RA888702 Sense Cues Kit only £8.75

Sound Stories for Adults by Katie Schwartz, Claudia Strauss, Cheryl Gross. 
Functional adult-level reading materials for specific speech sound practice for your 
clinical or corporate speech pathology practices. For adults experiencing 
dysarthria, apraxia, other communication disorders; people desiring to modify an 
accent; speech reading practice; and for those working on general speech 
improvement. Contains six or more stories for each phoneme – consonants, 
vowels, diphthongs. Progresses in difficulty level and style. Variety of materials from 
general lifestyle to journalistic to business writing style. Stories may be 
photocopied for client's independent practice. Approximately 200 pages of 
materials.

RA888707 Sound Stories for Adults  £43.75

Your Voice and Articulation by Ethel Glenn, Phillip Glenn, and Sandra Forman. 
Terrific resource of materials for your corporate speech pathology practice and 
adult clinical caseload. High-level activities appropriate for dysarthria, apraxia, 
voice, fluency, and general speech improvement. Adaptable, time-saving, varied 
and exercise materials for relaxation, breathing, pitch, volume, rate, emphasis, 
voice quality, and pronunciation. 256 pages.

RA888715 Your Voice and Articulation £55.71
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